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that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to look the amazing book to have.

dissecting the trends that developed throughout the seasons. The
complete inside story of what happened behind the scenes of the Star
Trek universe, from scriptwriters' memos to special effects and more,
The World of Star Trek is the companion all Trekkies need for the most
all-encompassing breakdown and analysis of Star Trek.
Ships of the Star Fleet - Todd Guenther 1991-01-01

U.S.S. Enterprise Haynes Manual - Ben Robinson 2011-07-12
The U.S.S. Enterprise is without doubt the most famous starship in
history. The vessels that have carried the name have saved the galaxy
countless times and her captains, including Archer, Kirk, and Picard,
have been legendary. This Haynes Manual provides in-depth information
about these extraordinary ships, from the Enterprise NX-01, to Captain
Kirk’s Enterprise NCC-1701 and Captain Picard’s Enterprise NCC-1701D including histories of each vessel, technical information about their
systems, and discussions of key technologies such as transporters and
warp-speed travel. Find out exactly what powered these ships, how they
were armed and what it took to operate them. The book features newly
created artwork throughout, including full-ship cutaways of each
Enterprise, key systems, and interior locations together with detailed
new exterior views by one of Star Trek’s original visual effects artists.
This Haynes Manual is fully authorized by CBS and technical consultant
Michael Okuda, who spent thirteen years working on Star Trek TV series
and movies.
The World of Star Trek - David Gerrold 2014-01-28
In The World of Star Trek, David Gerrold opens up dialogue on the
people, places, and events that made Star Trek one of the most popular
series ever. Gerrold discusses what was successful and what wasn't,
offering personal interviews with the series' legendary stars and
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Star Trek - 1987
Narrated by Mr. Scott, this book is not only a technical manual but a
timeline of the events of the recent Star Trek movies.
Titan #1: Taking Wing - Michael A. Martin 2005-04-01
William Riker, former first officer of the USS Enterprise in Star Trek: The
Next Generation, takes command of the new USS Titan in this whiteknuckled adventure perfect for longtime and new Star Trek fans. After
almost a decade of strife against foes such as the Borg, the Cardassians,
the Klingons, and the Dominion, the United Federation of Planets is at
the dawn of a new era. Starfleet is renewing its mission of peaceful
exploration, diplomacy, and the expansion of knowledge. Among the
starships spearheading that endeavor is the USS Titan, commanded by
Captain William T. Riker and manned by the most biologically varied and
culturally diverse crew in Starfleet history. But their mission does not
begin according to plan. In the wake of Star Trek: Nemesis, Praetor
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Shinzon, slayer of the Romulan Senate, is dead. The power vacuum
created by his demise has put the Romulan Star Empire, longtime
adversary of the Federation, at the brink of civil war. Competing factions
now vie for control of their fragmenting civilization, and if the empire
should fall, that entire area of the galaxy may destabilize. To restore
order to the region, Titan’s long-anticipated mission of exploration is
delayed as Starfleet assigns Riker to set up power-sharing talks among
the Romulan factions. But even as the first tentative steps are taken
toward building a new Romulus, the remnants of the Tal Shiar, the
dreaded Romulan intelligence service, are regrouping behind the scenes
for a power play of their own. With no other help available, Riker and the
Titan crew become the last hope to prevent the quadrant from falling
into chaos.
Starfleet Assembly Manuals - Paul M. Newitt 2004

Trek. Written by Star Trek experts, this ebook includes stunning film and
TV stills, illuminating infographics, and incisive, specially curated essays
that unlock the mysteries of the ever-expanding Star Trek Universe.
From new and legendary heroes such as James T. Kirk, Jean-Luc Picard,
and Michael Burnham to iconic villains like Khan, Q, and the Borg, to
fascinating alien species like the Vulcans, Klingons, and Ferengi, this
ebook explores the central characters, technology, civilizations, and
events that have shaped the complex, epic story of Star Trek. Resistance
is futile. This is the (star) trek of a lifetime you don't want to miss! TM &
© 2020 CBS Studios Inc. © 2020 Paramount Pictures Corp. STAR TREK
and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
Technical Manual - Rick Sternbach 1991-11-01
The Star Trek: The Next Generation® Technical Manual, written by Rick
Sternbach and Michael Okuda, the technical advisors to Star Trek: The
Next Generation, provides a comprehensive schematization of a Galaxyclass starship. From the bridge to the shuttlebays, from the transporter
room to crews' quarters, this book provides a never-before-seen glimpse
at the inner, intricate workings of the most incredible starship ever
conceived. Full of diagrams, technical schematics, and ship's plans, the
Star Trek: The Next Generation Technical Manual also takes a detailed
look at the principles behind Star Trek®'s awesome technology -- from
phasers to warp drive to the incredible holodeck.
Typeset in the Future - Dave Addey 2018-12-11
A designer’s deep dive into seven science fiction films, filled with
“gloriously esoteric nerdery [and] observations as witty as they are keen”
(Wired). In Typeset in the Future, blogger and designer Dave Addey
invites sci-fi movie fans on a journey through seven genre-defining
classics, discovering how they create compelling visions of the future
through typography and design. The book delves deep into 2001: A
Space Odyssey, Star Trek: The Motion Picture, Alien, Blade Runner,
Total Recall, WALL·E, and Moon, studying the design tricks and
inspirations that make each film transcend mere celluloid and become a
believable reality. These studies are illustrated by film stills, concept art,

Death Star Manual - Ryder Windham 2013
The Death Star is a spherical space station, the size of a small moon,
highly armoured and armed to destroy anything from enemy spaceships
to whole planets. Using cutaway drawings, exploded diagrams and
photographs, backed by detailed technical specifications and
descriptions of the onboard systems, this owner's manual reveals the
technology contained within and lays bare the awesome power (and
weaknesses) of the Empire's ultimate weapon.
Star Trek, the Next Generation - Rick Sternbach 1996
A fan's collection of "Enterprise" blueprints reveals every deck, corridor,
and corner of the ship that explored the vast reaches of space
The Star Trek Book New Edition - Paul J. Ruditis 2021-08-03
To boldly expand your Star Trek horizons. Re-engage! The new edition of
The Star Trek Book takes readers even further into one of the greatest
science fiction universes ever created. This unique, insightful, and
comprehensive examination of an enduring, much loved franchise
features every era of Star Trek in one volume, from the pioneering 1960s
TV series to the latest movies and streaming shows, including Star Trek:
Beyond, Star Trek: Discovery, Star Trek: Picard, and Star Trek: Short
technical-manual-starship-enterprise
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type specimens, and ephemera, plus original interviews with Mike Okuda
(Star Trek), Paul Verhoeven (Total Recall), and Ralph Eggleston and
Craig Foster (Pixar). Typeset in the Future is an obsessively geeky study
of how classic sci-fi movies draw us in to their imagined worlds.
Star Trek: U.S.S. Enterprise Haynes Manual - Ben Robinson 2010-11-02
This long-awaited new "Star Trek" technical manual--nearly two years in
the making--presented in the world-renowned Haynes Manual format
details the intricacies of the "Enterprise."
Ships of the Line - Doug Drexler 2014-12-02
In celebration of one of science fiction's most beloved franchises, an
updated edition of the acclaimed Ships of the Line hardcover collection.
They dared to risk it all in a skiff of reeds or leather, on a ship of wood or
steel, knowing the only thing between them and certain death was their
ship. To explore, to seek out what lay beyond the close and comfortable,
every explorer had to embrace danger. And as they did so, what arose
was a mystical bond, a passion for the ships that carried them. From the
very first time humans dared to warp the fabric of space, escaping from
the ashes of the third World War, they also created ships. These vessels
have become the icons of mankind's desire to rise above the everyday, to
seek out and make the unknown known. And these ships that travel the
stellar seas have stirred the same passions as the ones that floated in the
oceans. While every captain has wished that their starship could be
outfitted in the same manner as the sailing ship H.M.S. Beagle—without
weapons—that proved untenable. From the start, Starfleet realized that
each vessel, due to the limited range of the early warp engines, must be
able to stand alone against any attack. Thus arose the idea, taken from
the days of wooden sailing ships, that every Starfleet vessel must stand
as a ship of the line. Through the actions of their captains and crews,
countless starships have taken on that role. Here we remember some of
those ships and their heroic crews. In celebration of one of science
fiction's most beloved franchises, this updated edition of the acclaimed
Ships of the Line hardcover collection now includes dozens of additional
images brought together for the first time in book format—spectacular
renderings featured in the highly successful Star Trek: Ships of the Line
technical-manual-starship-enterprise

calendar series. With text by Star Trek's own Michael Okuda, the story of
each of these valiant starships now comes to life. ™, ®, & © 2014 CBS
Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS
Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Klingon Bird of Prey Manual - Rick Sternbach 2012
A follow-up to Haynes' hugely successful U.S.S. Enterprise Manual, this
book reveals the secrets of the Klingon Empire's formidable Bird of Prey
starship. Taking the light B'rel-class scout as its main subject, this
Haynes Manual contains brand new full-colour artwork, line art and
photographs along with a comprehensive technical description and
historic notes. Covering key technologies such as propulsion, weapons
and the all-important cloaking device, this is the essential reference for
all Klingon commanders, and their enemies.
The Star Trek Encyclopedia - Michael Okuda 2011-05-17
From 'audet IX to Zytchin III, this book covers it all. This is the ultimate
reference book for all Star Trek fans! Added to this edition are 128 new
pages. This addendum highlights the latest episodes of Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine®, Star Trek: Voyager® and the newest feature film, Star
Trek: Insurrection™. The thousands of photos and hundreds of
illustrations place the Star Trek universe at your fingertips. Planets and
stars, weapons and ships, people and places are just part of the
meticulous research and countless cross-reference that fill this book.
Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual - Dayton Ward 2020-03-03
In unabashed celebration of Captain James T. Kirk’s singular fighting
skills, Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual is every Starfleet cadet's must-have
training guide for surviving the final frontier. As captain of the legendary
U.S.S. Enterprise, James T. Kirk engaged in his share of fisticuffs,
besting opponents with a slick combination of moves and guile that
remains unmatched. Is there anyone you’d rather have watching your
back as you take on Klingons, alien gladiators, genetically engineered
supermen, and even the occasional giant walking reptile? Kirk Fu is a
series of unarmed combat techniques developed by one of Starfleet’s
most celebrated starship captains over several years of encounters with
alien species on any number of strange new worlds. A blend of various
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fighting styles, Kirk Fu incorporates elements of several Earth-based
martial arts forms as well as cruder methods employed in bars and back
alleys on planets throughout the galaxy. It is as unorthodox in practice as
it is unbelievable to behold. Including excerpts from Kirk’s own notes
and personal logs, the Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual is the perfect training
guide for surviving the depths of space. With proper training and
practice, every Starfleet cadet can become one with Kirk Fu.
Immigration as a Democratic Challenge - Ruth Rubio-Marín 2000-05
Examining Germany and the United States, this book argues that
immigration policy in Western democracies is unjust and undemocratic.
Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise - Shane Johnson 1987
A floor plan of the U.S.S. Enterprise encompasses a chronology of the
events in the recent Star Trek movies and looks at the new "Enterprise"
built to replace the destroyed old ship
The Art of Star Trek - Judith Reeves-Stevens 1997-10-01
From the public's first glimpse of the original Starship Enterprise to the
brave new worlds explored in Star Trek: Voyager, the never-ending
phenomenon that is Star Trek has treated generations of viewers to a
dazzling barrage of unforgettable images of the future. Bizarre alien
beings, breathtaking extraterrestrial landscapes, exotic costumes, stateof-the-art special effects, and remarkably convincing futuristic sets and
props and equipment have brought Gene Roddenberry's inspiring vision
to life before the public's awestruck eyes. The Art of Star Trek is a oneof-a-kind gallery of Star Trek artwork, as well as tribute to the many
artists, designers, and technicians whose diverse talents and imagination
created the distinctive look of the Star Trek universe. Every incarnation
of Star Trek is explored: The Original Series, The ANimated Series, Star
Trek: The Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, and Star Trek:
Voyager, and the films -- with the complete behind-the-scenes story of
Star Trek's design history. With hundreds of full-color illustrations and
photographs, many from private collections, readers will at last be able
to linger on Star Trek's rich visual legacy and trace the evolution of and
images from their initial conceptions to their final form on television and
film screens. Like all great works of art, the many sights and visual
technical-manual-starship-enterprise

surprises of Star Trek have been built from scratch through a
combination of inspiration and painstaking effort. The Art of Star Trek
covers the entire universe of Star Trek artwork and production design to
reveal how, in all of its various forms, Star Trek has allowed us to look
boldly into the future and see what no one has seen before. The Art of
Star Trek is the art of pure imagination, the art of a bright, hopeful
future, and the art of three remarkable decades on nonstop action and
adventure. Lavishly illustrated, it is a book to be read and referred to
time after time, as well as one that will become a cherished chronicle fo
Star Trek's first thirty years.
Star Fleet Technical Manual - Franz Joseph 1986
Gathers diagrams of spaceships, transporters, control stations,
equipment, medical instruments, weapons, shuttlecraft, uniforms,
insignia and fleet headquarters, and includes Federation maps and
treaties
Star Fleet Medical Reference Manual - 1977
Klingon Bird-of-Prey Haynes Manual - Ben Robinson 2012-11-06
An all-new Star Trek technical manual of the legendary Klingon Bird of
Prey, presented in the world-renowned Haynes Manual format! The Birdof-Prey is the classic Klingon starship—a tough raiding and scouting
vessel that has served at the heart of the Klingon Defense Force for more
than a hundred years. Life on board is harsh and brutal, with any sign of
weakness leading to a challenge to the death. The ship itself is stripped
back and lean, with everything designed for a single purpose—war. This
Haynes Manual traces the origins of a Bird-of-Prey from the moment it is
commissioned by one of the Great Houses and constructed at the
shipyards of the Klingon Naval Academy. It then proceeds to examine
General Martok’s famous ship the I.K.S. Rotarran in unprecedented
detail. Featuring a stunning cutaway drawing and, for the first time ever,
detailed deck plans and incredible new computer-generated artwork, the
Haynes Bird-of-Prey Manual is a technical tour of the ship’s systems,
from the bridge and engineering rooms to the disruptors, torpedo
launcher, and the all-important cloaking device. In addition, the Manual
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provides a unique insight into life on board a Klingon ship and the
Rotarran’s glorious history in the Dominion War. This Haynes Manual is
fully authorized by CBS. All the new artwork has been designed by STAR
TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION and STAR TREK: VOYAGER’s senior
illustrator Rick Sternbach, who is the world’s leading expert on STAR
TREK technology, with CG renders produced by STAR TREK VFX artist
Adam ‘Mojo’ Lebowitz.
Star Trek, Deep Space Nine - Herman Zimmerman 1998
A guide to the technology of the imaginary space station at the heart of
the program provides descriptions, schematic diagrams, and other data
Star Trek the Next Generation - Michael Okuda 2013
Famed for its original storylines, endearing and complex characters as
well as the sheer enjoyment of watching, Star Trek is a serious hobby for
some, a part-time job for others, and a rich source of fun for all. On
Board The U.S.S. Enterprise is the golden ticket for a once-in-a-lifetime,
access-all-areas personal tour of the fabled corridors of the U.S.S.
Enterprise, deconstructed with all the seriousness and depth of an
equivalent guide to the Titanic. Captain Picard's Starship Enterprise has
become the enduring image of Star Trek: TNG, and this is the legend at
the centre of this title. Contents The enclosed CD-ROM contains a 3D
tour of much of the U.S.S. Enterprise, which has been created in close
dialogue with the creators of the Star Trek sets. The Star Trek
franchise's exclusive, cordoned-off vaults have been fully explored to
illustrate the inside of the craft to loving levels of detail that are
unmatched even on the TV show. In the book, replete with original
commentary, chapters touch upon the origins of the U.S.S. Enterprise,
why and how the Enterprise was built, star charts and navigation, the
warp core, power generation and Faster Than Light propulsion systems,
technology and equipment, teleportation and turbolifts, living quarters,
the Bridge, attack and defence systems (including tractor beams,
cloaking, photon cannons and force fields), the sick bay, and more.
Star Trek, the Worlds of the Federation - 1989
Based on the Star Trek adventures (including Star Trek: The Next
Generation) this book uses hundreds of star charts, line drawings and
technical-manual-starship-enterprise

color illustrations to outline the history of the worlds visited by the
Starship Enterprise.
Star Trek: The Next Generation 365 - Terry J. Erdmann 2012-11-16
A complete episode-by-episode exploration of the hit TV series—with
rarely seen photos and illustrations. With the launch of Star Trek: The
Next Generation, Gene Roddenberry somehow managed to recapture
lightning in a bottle. This new incarnation of Star Trek was an instant hit,
and its popularity inspired four films and three spin-off television series.
A must-have for fans, Star Trek: The Next Generation 365 provides a
fresh, accessible overview of the entire series, including an authorized
guide to all 178 episodes. Featuring classic and rarely seen photography
and illustrations, this visual celebration of the voyages of Captain Picard,
his crew, and the Enterprise-D offers a loving look back at the Emmy and
Hugo Award–winning series.
Star Trek: The U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 Illustrated Handbook Ben Robinson 2019-10-15
Captain James T. Kirk's Original Starship Enterprise! Everything you
want to know about this iconic starship in the FIRST full color volume
ever published. Featuring details from both TV series and the first six
movies. This volume, featuring the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 and the
U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-A, is a detailed, illustrative account of the
TV starship from the original 1966-1969 series, and the movie starship
from STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE (1979), STAR TREK II: THE
WRATH OF KHAN (1982), STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK
(1984), STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE HOME (1986), STAR TREK V: THE
FINAL FRONTIER (1989), and STAR TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED
COUNTRY (1991). Plus, Captain Pike's Enterprise from the hit TV series
STAR TREK: DISCOVERY. With isometric illustrations of all the key
locations, annotated plan views, detailed technical information, Starfleet
equipment, and uniforms and insignia, the chapters follow the starships
through time and provide an extraordinary reference guide to these
iconic Federation vessels.
Star Trek: Klingon Bird-of-Prey Haynes Manual - Rick Sternbach
2012-11-06
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A technical primer on the legendary Klingon Bird-of-Prey focuses on the
light B'rel-class scout to cover the ship's stations, weapons, and key
technologies.
Star Trek Maps - New Eye Photography 1980

allies and enemies, and more. Perfect for fans of the various Star Trek TV
series, including The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine, Voyager, and
Enterprise, The Star Trek Book details everything you need to know
about 50 years of excitement and adventure on the final frontier. ® & ©
2016 CBS Studios Inc. © 2016 Paramount Pictures Corporation. STAR
TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
Star Trek Blueprints - 1973

Land Acquisition and Compensation - Stuart Morris 1983
Star Trek Spaceflight Chronology - Stan Goldstein 1980
Covers the history of space flight from the beginning of the twentieth
century through the year 2202, with the story of man's conquest of the
stars chronicled in illustrations and star maps
Star Trek: the U. S. S. Voyager NCC-74656 Illustrated Handbook Plus
Collectible - Ben Robinson 2020-04-28
Captain Kathryn Janeway's Starship Voyager Handbook, Packaged with
die-cast model of the U.S.S. Voyager! Lavishly illustrated with detailed
technical information, this third volume in the Illustrated Handbook
series features the U.S.S. Voyager from the hit Star Trek TV series. This
book is an in-depth, illustrated account of the Intrepid-class U.S.S.
Voyager NCC-74656. Showing Captain Janeway's 24th century ship in
detail, it opens with the ship's operational history and features
illustrations of all the key locations from the bridge to the shuttlebay; the
deflector relay control room to the stasis chamber. With illustrations and
technical information from official sources, this book provides an
extraordinary reference guide to this iconic ship. Packaged with die-cast
model of the U.S.S. Voyager!
The Star Trek Book - Paul J. Ruditis 2016-06-07
Celebrate 50 years of one of the longest running and beloved sci-fi
franchises with The Star Trek Book. This comprehensive guide to the
series delves into the myriad worlds and different dimensions visited by
the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise. Discover the amazing science of Star
Trek and how it has influenced real-world technology such as flip phones.
Featuring informative and analytical text combined with exciting
photography and infographics throughout, The Star Trek Book is broken
down into main categories such as science and technology, Starfleet,
technical-manual-starship-enterprise

Kobayashi Maru - Michael A. Martin 2008-08-26
To protect the cargo ships essential to the continuing existence of the
fledgling Coalition of Planets, the captains of the United Earth's Starfleet
are ordered to interstellar picket duty, with little more to do than ask
"Who goes there?" into the darkness of space. Captain Jonathan Archer
of the Enterprise™ seethes with frustration, wondering if anyone else
can see what he sees. A secret, closed, militaristic society, convinced that
their survival hangs by a thread, who view their neighbors as a threat to
their very existence -- the Spartans of ancient Greece, the Russians of the
old Soviet Union, the Koreans under Kim Il-sung -- with only one goal:
attain ultimate power, no matter the cost. The little-known, never-seen
Romulans seem to live by these same principles. The captain realizes
that the bond between the signers of the Coalition charter is fragile and
likely to snap if pushed. But he knows that the Romulans are hostile, and
he believes they are the force behind the cargo ship attacks. If asked,
Archer can offer no proof without endangering his friend's life. To whom
does he owe his loyalty: his friend, his world, the Coalition? And by
choosing one, does he not risk losing all of them? What is the solution to
a no-win scenario?
The Lost Era: Serpents Among The Ruins - David R. George III
2012-09-04
The mysterious Tomed Incident of 2311 was the Federation's definitive
confrontation with the Romulan Empire. Now fans can learn the truth
behind the intrigue, heroism, and tremendous personal sacrifice
surrounding this pivotal event -- including the untold story of the
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Enterprise NCC-1701-B. In the midst of escalating political tensions
among the Klingons, the Romulans, and the Federation, Starfleet goes
forward with the inaugural flight of Universe, a prototype star ship that
promises to revolutionise space exploration. But the Universe experiment
results in disaster, ravaging a region of space dangerously close to the
Romulan Star Empire, apparently confirming suspicions that the
Federation has begun testing a weapon of mass destruction. As the
military build-up accelerates on both sides of the Neutral Zone, Captain
John Harriman of the USS Enterprise, NCC-1701-B, is fated for a final
confrontation with his oldest enemy at a flashpoint in history -- with the
Beta Quadrant one wrong move from the outbreak of total war.
Star Trek: The U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 Illustrated Handbook
Plus Collectible - Ben Robinson 2019-10-15
Captain James T. Kirk's Original Starship Enterprise! Includes a die-cast
model of the movie version of the U.S.S. Enterprise. This FIRST full color
volume ever published has everything you want to know about this iconic
starship. Featuring details from both TV series and the first six movies.
Includes a die-cast metal collectible model of the iconic U.S.S. Enterprise
NCC-1701-A from the original Star Trek movies. This volume, featuring
the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 and the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-A,
is a detailed, illustrative account of the TV starship from the original
1966-1969 series, and the movie starship from STAR TREK: THE
MOTION PICTURE (1979), STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF KHAN
(1982), STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK (1984), STAR TREK
IV: THE VOYAGE HOME (1986), STAR TREK V: THE FINAL FRONTIER
(1989), and STAR TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY (1991).
Plus, Captain Pike's Enterprise from the hit TV series STAR TREK:
DISCOVERY. With isometric illustrations of all the key locations,
annotated plan views, detailed technical information, Starfleet
equipment, and uniforms and insignia, the chapters follow the starships
through time and provide an extraordinary reference guide to these
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iconic Federation vessels.
The Next Generation Companion - Larry Nemecek 2012-09-25
First published in 1992 and last revised in 1995, this is a fitting record of
a show that changed the rules by which television was made. The first
adventure drama series ever to run to seven seasons and more than 170
episodes, Star Trek: The Next Generation broke audience records
wherever it was shown and remains the most widely viewed and
consistently popular of all the Star Trek series. This new edition of the
series companion has been brought bang up to date to include not only
all seven years of the TV series but also all four films which have
featured the Next Generation crew. In addition to Generations (1994), we
now have full details of First Contact (1997), Insurrection (1998) and the
very latest incarnation, Nemesis (2002). A positive feast of information,
the Companion includes complete plot summaries and credits for each
invidiual episode and film. There are fascinating behind-the-scenes
glimpses into how each one was made, and in-depth analysis really
brings The Next Generation universe to life. Illustrated throughout with
more than 150 black and white photographs, this is a truly invaluable
reference guide.
Dreadnought! - Diane Carey 2000-09-22
Star Empire is the Federation's most powerful new weapon -- a
dreadnought, first in a class of super-starships -- capable of outgunning a
dozen Klingon cruisers, or subduing a galaxy. On the eve of her maiden
voyage, Star Empire is stolen by terrorists who demand a rendezvous
with the Starship Enterprise™ -- and with Lieutenant Piper, stationed
aboard Kirk's ship on her first training cruise. Now Piper must discover
why her friends from Starfleet are among the terrorists...and why they
insist the ship was stolen not to attack the Federation -- but to save it!
Technical Manual - Rick Sternbach 1991-11
Offers diagrams and descriptions of the Enterprise, and its command,
propulsion, transporter, tactical, and crew support systems
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